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V12: Application I 
 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Four discusses applications: 

- HVAD (ventricular assist device, VAD) 

- Injection pen 

- Interface ventilation machine 

- Flow sensor 

- Bone screw 

 

1.2. Eye Tracking Glasses 

what: technology integrated into the frame (telaio), based on: 

- Scene camera (bridge between eyes): located in the middle and directed to the front → result is a 

scene video 

- Gaze tracking (tracciamento dello sguardo) → (lower part of glasses) → cameras directed to the 

eyes → measuring eyes movement → device can calculate which angle gaze point a gas → can 

project gaze point direct to the video 

- Integrated microphone (on the side) → interesting if user is talking or if product has acoustic 

signals 

➔ Eye tracking is based on measuring pupil movement by detection of some reflection 

point (Pupil-corneal Reflection) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How it works? 

imagine al centro: pupilla in mezzo all’occhio 

altre immagini: spostamento della pupilla verso alto o 

verso basso 

➔ quando ci si muove il reflection point rimane lo 

stesso perché la pupilla si muove insieme agli occhi  → 

by tracking reflection point + centre of pupille  → can 

calculate angles  → can calculate where user is looking 
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2. Patient Training Evaluation: HVAD Study 

What’s? 

HeartWare HVAD® is a type of “artificial heart” pump that is surgically 

implanted inside the chest and is connected directly to the heart to help 

provide mechanical support to a failing heart 

Study 

- 50 participants (44 patients, 6 experts) 

- performance comparison 

- German Heart Center Berlin 

- training afterwards 

How to change the plugs? 

First one power supply, than the heart pump, at the end reconnection of the third power supply 

Use of Exe tracking 

Eye tracking used to improve patient training  

If the alarm goes off: 

- Taking spare controller (riserva) and changing pump and battery 

- 2nd alarm goes off when pump cable is plugged out 

➔ if the controller breaks down, the patient has 10s before getting unconscious →needs 

to be trained: more training, the better the changing time →goal: coming close to 

expert level 

➔ Very stressful situation 

Results (cfr imagine right) 

- support <1 year:  

- experts: less than 10 s 

- support > 1 year need more time than support <1 year bc they forget how to do 

 

 

3. SmartPilot Study 

Study 

- 35 participants (injection-naïve → no patients, ETH student) 

- T-24h training 

- lab environment 

- interviews afterwards 

What’s? 

Drug delivery System → completely mechanically system → pen with drug inside → easy to use → just pull  

Components, 3 devices: 

- injection pen 

- measuring device 

- App: measurements of the state and user guidance for an injection step-by-step correct 

Experimental Setup 

- with eye tracking glasses we can better see what’s happening bc we can focus what we want 

under attention 
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- with eye tracking video we are close to the interaction and we can easily see what the person is 

seeng (orange point)  → very interesting when we are working with apps 

Use of Exe tracking 

- Eye tracking used to improve usability during development of device 

Impressions of videos of users 

- during insertion of the pen into the smart islet there is high mechanical resistance →need to force 

the pen into device → causes confusion 

- removal of the pen → participants pushed grey bottom and expected that pen is flying out of device 

BUT don’ work → participants don’t know that pen need to be removed manually by touching 

orange surface 

o why? animations are not clear 

o Solutions (results in S. 16) 

▪ in the animations is shown that the pen is flying out of device if we push a bottom → 

hands needed to give a better idea how to perform 

▪ orange (warning color) bottom seems to say “don’t touch me” → remotion to clear 

communicate where to touch 

➔ improving of system take many time (S. 16)  → study 1 → study 2 → study 3 

 

 

4. Area on interest analysis (AOI) 

Study 

- participants (nurses) 

- no training 

- real environment → hospital 

- questionnaires afterwards 

Principle 

Area on interest analysis (AOI): Which features of the machine are mostly used and how easily can the 

nurses find their desired measurement? → serve per capire quali parti della macchina vengono più utilizzate 

dalle infermiere 

How? 

- we must have a static picture 

- reference view can be subdivided in many AOIs 

Problem 

- reference view is static  

- BUT eye tracking video is very dynamic  → head movement 

results in shift of coordinates of AOI  → must do a mapping to 

a static reference view 

Solution 

- mapping to a static reference view → mapping procedure for 

every frame  

- for every point we must look manually where there is gaze point and than click manually on 

reference view → serve per identificare precisamente ogni punto e relazionare il eye tracking video 

con il reference view 

o process take many times!  → better if we have an algorithm to do that 

Calculation 
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- Dwell Time: time that gaze remains inside AOI, measured in seconds 

- Rivisits: how many times parameter gets into AOI pro each 

AOI Analysis 

- Focus map based on reference view 

- light spots in focus map are in area where the user get attention applying a focus map:  

o e.g. most used: CO2 elimination, ventilator settings (know CO2 in patients blood, 

soffocation if too low or death by CO2 poisening) and oxygenation 

o e.g. of Dwell Time: 32% in ventilator setting, 18% oxygenation, 17% CO2 elimination 

o dynamic lung never used 

➔ production of next generation product 

 

 

5. Screen Detection and Matching 

Study 

- participants (nurses) 

- training before 

- lab environment 

- questionnaires afterwards 

What’s? 

- Flow sensor controls how much drug goes into the patient →where does the gaze go on the 

screen? 

- using of algorithms to locate the contour of the screen → detecting of pixels of AOI → detection of 

gaze point → mapping to reference view 

- detection of screen content (submenu)  → (screen matching)  doing a screenshots of the device  

→ comparing screenshot to a database showing all possible submenus of the device 

- image right  → left: databank ; middle: screenshot  → analysis to find submenu leads to the result 

on right side (right: output) 

Use of Exe tracking 

- Use of eye tracking to automate data evaluation 

Advantages 

- check if gazepoint is on the screen or not 

- more accurate AOI bc can also see the single parts (e.g. rate, volume, dauer...) 

- works also for Hamilton Screen (when we have a hand) 

Screen detection: 

- Get initial guess from user 

- Define search area: define outer and inner mask 

- Line segment detection 

- Segment lines by orientation 

- Find center points of lines 

- Segment lines by center coordinates 

- Find intersections and validate 

- Set new guess and track movement 

Does screen mapping works also for respirator? Yes 
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6. Mask R-CNN 

Principle 

Provide support to surgeries during surgery by providing info to imaging, 3D models, calculations… 

inclusion of eye tracking to analyze human behavior 

Goal 

detect objects that are relevant in the context 

setup reference data that include three different objects: screw, screwdriver, scapel  → find object 

detection so that we can map at which point the gaze look certain object 

Eye tracking: what tools are when needed? → Object Detection by Convolutional Neural Networks 

(CNN) 

Conventional deep CNN: boundaries are a box → even if the gaze is not on the pen but in the box → ’gaze 

is on pen’ → viene detettato solo un rettangolo attorno alla penna, perciò non si può sapere se il gaze 

guarda la penna o il rettangolo attorno 

Mask R-CNN: detection of the shape as boundaries →identification of objects and hands is possible → 

each object gets a different color 

 

 

 

7. Outlook 

Microsoft HoloLens 2: measurement device that has integrated eye tracking, hand tracking and data 

processing (data processing allows evaluation) 

Memory Case 

using of hand tracking to detect if a cart is on one box 

using of eye tracking in order to achieve closed loop user support → estimation of which carte person will 

take next  → using hand velocity and hand trajectory to estimate if we really want turn a cart 

➔ future: transfer of this idea to industry application or to surgery 

 

 

 


